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IDS has been celebrating our 30th anniversary this year, and as 
part of that, we’ve decided to take a look back at some major 
milestones that have shaped IDS as we know it today. 
One significant turning point in IDS’s history was when IDS 
introduced initial disclosures alongside our closing disclosures 
in 2009. As a result, IDS experienced substantial growth, not 
only in product offering and amount of documents provided, but 
in compliance expertise and additional tools that we were able 
to provide to our customers.  
Initially, when IDS began offering initial disclosures, the indus-
try treated such documents simply as a commodity, the docu-
ments were required but not nearly as regulated. That soon 
changed as new mortgage rules were passed, and complying 
with regulation became a prime concern for lenders. Lenders 
began turning to compliance experts in the industry and in turn, 
IDS got more involved in compliance, and became an expert 
and resource for our clients.
Throughout the waves of regulatory implementation with QM, 
Dodd-Frank, and TRID, to name a few, IDS built a reputation 
of providing complete compliance for mortgage documents. 
IDS CEO Mark Mackey recalls at that time that, “Not only did 
companies want the IDS documents, they wanted to make sure 
that the data going into the documents got the IDS compliance 
audits review. “

initial disclosures
30 years – a look back at tHe eMerGence oF Once the documents were compliant and available to lenders, IDS’s 

focus turned to the delivery of the documents. This need initiated the 
creation of IDS’s E-Signature Platform, which was developed with the 
ability to sign, track, and store the documents. This marked another 
large milestone for IDS in 2011. 
As a result of these efforts, IDS has seen substantial growth in the num-
ber of initial disclosures created and used with IDS. In fact, February 
2016 marked the first month in the history of IDS where the number of 
initial disclosures produced exceeded the number of closing documents 
produced. 
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IN 2010, INITIAL DISCLOSURES WERE 
15% OF OUR TOTAL DOCS PROVIDED. 

IN 2016, INITIAL DISCLOSURES WERE 
47% OF OUR TOTAL Q1 DOCS.
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Completed in the time it usually takes to fill out an application (20-30 minutes):
»
»
»
»
»

IDS has made a new and exciting partnership with the up-
and-coming mortgage automation company BeSmartee. It 
has always been the aim of IDS to participate in industry 
efforts to streamline and automate the mortgage process, 
especially as technology continues to play a greater role 
in the business transaction. Earlier this year, BeSmartee 
chose IDS as the preferred document provider for their 
automated origination software, and the partnership could 
not have been a better fit for the both of us.
BeSmartee gives lenders what is often referred to as a 
digital mortgage, or a smart loan, as an option for their 
borrowers.  They tout a rather impressive value proposi-
tion to put a borrower into underwriting in 20-30 minutes. 
The interface, since its creation February, is increasing in 
number of transactions and will only grow as more clients 
join in and borrower adoption rises.
IDS CEO Mark Mackey speaks highly of BeSmartee and our 
recent integration. “This partnership is quite opportune for 
us. We strive to be on the forefront of mortgage trends 
as it pertains to documents, and I don’t believe there is a 
more current trend in the industry than the digital mort-
gage process.” As the smart loan POS process becomes 
adopted, perhaps this method becomes the industry’s 
expected way to originate loans for consumers interested 
in a fast, tech-savvy, self-serviceable option.

Create the 1003 in minutes using big data sources
Pass PPE/DU/DO/LP automatically and seamlessly
E-Sign the Initial Disclosures with compliance checks from IDS
Pay for an appraisal
Send into underwriting, taking borrower "off the streets"

BeSmartee & IDS, Inc.  
Present a New Digital 
Origination Solution

BeSmartee Automated Loan Officer



June
15-16

Florida MBA Annual Convention Delray Beach, FL

1-3

May

TMBA 100th Annual Convention San Antonio, TX
4-6

Georgia MBA Annual Convention Destin, FL
9-11

OMBA Annual Convention Catoosa, OK
15-18

MBA's National Secondary Market Conference & Expo New York, NY

July
25-27

44th Annual Western Secondary Market Conference San Francisco, CA

7-10
Lenders One Summer Conference Los Angeles, CA

auGust
5-7

42nd Annual CMLA Conference Vail, CO

sePteMber
14-16

New England Mortgage Bankers Conference Newport, RI

october
5-8

Calyx User Conference ASCEND16 New Orleans, LA
23-26

MBA Annual 2016 Convention & Expo Boston, LA

IDS will be attending these
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